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Commenton LIQUIDITY EFFECTS AND TRANSACTIONS
TECHNOLOGIES, by FinnE. Kydland
This paper gave me a chance to think about where we stand in the literatureon liquidity effects. A priori, I would have found it hardto come up with an interesting
question whose answer would be affected significantly by the presence or not of
liquidity effects of the type considered in this and in related papers. Such effects
seem likely to be short lived and small and perhapseven exaggeratedin models in
which cash-in-advanceconstraintsare the reason people hold money. The main
case, it seems to me, for which this mechanismmay play a reasonablyimportant
role is in the context of short-termforecasting the type of thing FederalReserve
Banks do. [For a recent effort, see Altig, tarlstrom, and Lansing (1995).]
One could ask, Is the liquidity effect a deviation relative to established theory?
Many economists believe it has been empiricallywell establishedthat the nominal
interest rate falls immediately after a monetaryinjection. If the effects are mainly
short run, primarilyaffecting nominalvariables, this question, to be of interest, almost has to be followed by anotherquestion:Does this mechanismaccountfor volatility of real aggregates of any quantitativesignificance? If the answer to this
second questionis "notmuch,"then thereis little reasonto be concernedaboutleaving liquidity effects unaccounted for in the models we use to address most
questions.
As a way of getting a sense of how this literaturehas progressed,I found Fuerst's
(1993) paper to be helpful. He provides an overview of the model types that have
been used. As he points out, a challenge has been to resolve the original anomaly
without introducingnew ones, in the model's consumptionbehavior,for example.
On the other hand, one can ask whetherone really has to be too concerned about
such anomalies. Suppose it turns out to be difficultto obtain real effects from this
transmissionmechanism:in other words, other impulses dominate. It is hardto see
how it could be otherwise. Now let us say, as discussed by Fuerst, that liquidity
effects have the implication that some aggregates move in anomalous directions.
Since no model seems to imply large movements of that type, the fact that other
impulses dominatejust means thatthe monetaryimpulse modifies slightly what otherwise would have occurredin the model, but it is not a big deal quantitatively.
FINNE. KYDLAND
is professor of economics at CarnegieMellon University.
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The approachtaken so far in the literaturehas been: Study the implicationsof a
variety of permutationsof who needs cash for transactions,who receives the injection of liquidity, and who, therefore, uses it. Perhapsone has gone too far in that
direction. These efforts seem like attemptsto fit the observationswith not enough
effort going into searchingfor empiricalregularitiesor measurementsthat can indicate whetherone is on the righttrackor not. The paperby Christiano,Eichenbaum,
and Evans (1994) at the monetaryconferenceat the FederalReserve Bank of Dallas
last springused datathatlooked promisingin this respectin an attemptto quantifyactual liquiditypositions andtheirflows. Unfortunately,becauseof the focus on VARs,
to me at least the findingsbecame morecloudedthanilluminated.It appearsessential
to dig deeper into the data at this stage before proceedingmuch furtherinto theory.
Whatmight one look for? Can we learnaboutthe flows of funds from the fact that
the behaviorof postwar U.S. monetaryaggregateshas been very differentafter the
early 1980s than before (Kydlandand Prescott 1990, charts9-1 1)? If paymentpatterns have changed over time, for example, because of greaterprevalenceof credit
cards and electronic means of payment, have there been noticeable changes in the
timing and magnitudes of the flows? Could one compare with other countries in
which the speed of improvementin the means of payment has not been as rapid?
There ought to be data that can yield statistics to tell us whetherthese models are
going in the right direction and whetherthe flows of assets implied by the models
correspondwell enough with the data. Theory dictates what to look for.
Now I'd like to addresssome issues that are more specific to this paper,focusing
on those that may have a bearing on the question, How sensitive are the findings
from a typical liquidity-effectmodel to freeing up the abilityto move funds between
savings and cash after the monetaryshock? That is really the questionof this paper
and is a well-posed and interestingone. I think the authorsmake considerableprogress in answeringit. How easy or harditsisto move funds is characterizedby transaction costs for households and financialintermediaries,in this case in the form of
time cost, which I think makes good sense.
As I went throughthe model, a couple of things startledme. An example was the
CES aggregatorfor the labor inputsbetween pairsof successive subperiods.At that
point, the readermay wish he had the originalpaperby Christianoand Eichenbaum
to see what story they use for thatmodel feature.The H function [eq. (7)] specifies a
within-periodelasticity of substitutionbetween a period'slaborinputbefore and after the monetaryshock. In other words, the marginalproductof hoursin the second
subperioddepends on the labor input in the first subperiod.It is not clear that this
feature ties in well with measurement,and in orderto see how much difference it
makes, I would like to see an experimentin which the two labor inputs in a time
period are made perfectly substitutablein production.
Underthe circumstances,I thoughtthe adjustmentcosts were calibratedas nicely
as can be done. These functionsare quadratic;see page 1449, this issue. The curvature parameterof that pertainingto the financialintermediariesis set so as to match
the standarddeviationof a spreadbetween interestrateson loans anddeposits. Consequently,it is clear what is the basis for the calibratedvalue. The difficultyin quan-
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tifying the correspondingparameterfor the households is then remediedby trying
out four differentvalues as multiplesof the transactionscost for the intermediaries.
It was helpful that the authorsdid provide some numbersgiving a feel for the sizes
of these adjustmentcosts, say, in minutes per quarter.Otherwise, their numerical
values are almost impossibleto judge. My only suggestion is thatthe authorsshould
make clearer how much "one unit"of money is when describingthe magnitudeof
the marginaltransactionscost.
My main problem with the presentationof findings is that it is all in the form of
response functionsratherthanthe covariancestructurefor the model variables. Perhaps one can make the case that it is justified in this paper when comparingfour
differentscenariosof the same model economy. The purposeof getting intuitionfor
what is going on is a valid one. I still think we want to see not only the presenceof
the liquidity effect in response functions, but also their implicationsfor the cyclical
statistics.
As an example of how incomplete the picture may be with only response functions, consider the model in Kydland(1991) designed to investigatethe role for the
business cycle of price shocks engineeredby the FederalReserve Bank. The idea, as
in Lucas (1972), is that such shocks make it hardfor privateagents to observe the
relative prices they need as a basis for theirdecisions. The model economy features
aggregate technology shocks as well as the price shocks, but agents can only observe the sum of the two (interpretedas the nominal wage, say). Thus, a signalextractionproblem is implied. Of course, a price shock's response function indicates that it does have real effects, mainly because it has to be taken into account
when forming the conditional forecast of the real shock. In an ongoing economy,
however, where shocks of both types occur in every period, it turns out that the
greateris the varianceof the price shocks, the smaller is the variancein aggregate
output. There are two effects in opposite directions:the price shock, whenever it
occurs, affects outputin the same directionas the shock. But, people reactless to all
shocks, including the real ones, the larger is the variance of the price shocks. It
turns out, within the calibratedeconomy, that the second effect dominates. This
finding is evident, not from responsefunctions, but from cyclical statisticsof model
histories from computationalexperimentsusing the calibratedeconomy.
In the same vein, it would have been useful, in this paper, to have introduced
technology shocks to see if the magnitudesof the contrastsacross experimentswith
differenttransactionscosts would hold up on the basis of standarddeviations and
correlationsfrom model histories. One would still expect the same bottom line, I
suppose, namely, that the magnitudesof the effects of the liquidity mechanism on
real aggregatesare sensitive to the cost of transfersbetween savings and cash. This
is an interestingfinding.
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ANDTRANSACTIONS
EFFECTS
Commenton LIQUIDITY
Wrase
by Don SchlagenhaufandJeffirey
TECHNOLOGIES,
Because of the ability of the basic neoclassical business cycle to explain real business cycle fluctuations,an obvious extension to this frameworkis to introducemoney so that monetarypolicy issues can be examined. A numberof approacheshave
been employed in the literatureto introducemoney into a dynamicgeneralequilibrium model. Lucas (1980) has used a cash-in-advanceconstraint.Since this technology has the implicationthat the costs of changingmoney balances are infinitewithin
a period, Marshall (1992) has argued that a transaction-costtechnology where
agents sacrifice resources to effect transactionsis a preferableapproach.Kydland
(1991), den Haan(1990), McCallumand Goodfriend(1987), and Lucas (1990) have
introducedmoney into the general equilibriumframeworkthrougha shopping-time
story. In this approach,agents sacrificeleisure in makingtransactions.Each of these
approacheshas the unattractivepropertythatpositive monetaryimpulses lead to declines in output if agents operate in an environmentof complete information.This
propertyis due to the fact that positive monetaryinjections result in large anticipated inflationeffects in the models.
Recently, Lucas (1990), Fuerst(1992), and Christianoand Eichenbaum(1992a),
following some earlierideas by Rotemberg(1984), have used a model where certain
segments of the economy make financial decisions before monetaryinjections are
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